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Abstract: Outcomes‐based education (OBE) is a learner‐centered approach to education that focuses on what a student should be able to do 

in the real world upon completion of their course or program. Learning outcomes are complex statements of the primary skills, knowledge, 
attitudes, abilities, and proficiencies the learner will “own” at the end of the course. In OBE the curriculum is deliberately built by first deciding 
the outcomes, at that point planned in reverse by:  
•    Carefully building authentic/recognized assessments (in the manner we know) 
•    Choosing/building important learning exercises and experiences.  
•    Selecting suitable content. 
 The procedure guarantees that the learners can show accomplishment of outcomes and that learning outcomes, learning 
exercises/techniques, and assessment are adjusted.  OBE appears differently in relation to conventional training, which principally centers 
around the assets (content) that are accessible to the student, which are called inputs. It utilizes strategies which are learner-centered and that 
emphasis on genuinely estimating student performance which is termed as an outcome. While outcomes speak to the goal of the learner's 
journey, the route, equipment, and strategies for achieving the goal are adaptable. This implies educators are as yet ready to modify 
instructional strategies and learning exercises in a way that is open to the interesting needs of their learners. 

Keywords:  OBE-Outcome Based Education, Learning component, Curriculum, Assessment, Competency, Lesson plan.

1. Introduction 

Education is designed for making teaching and learning environments 
that would bring changes in students, regardless of whether to be 
increasingly proficient, better talented or to influence their frames of 
mind and qualities emphatically. The key element in teaching and 
learning is to design teaching objectives i.e., contents, strategies, and 
so forth for finding out what the students have obtained from the 
planned/designed objectives. 

Vulnerability about the ideal learning outcomes and inability to 
evaluate outcomes legitimately could end in a circumstance where 
students just achieved pseudo-knowledge, pseudo-skills, pseudo-
attitudes, and pseudo-values. On fulfillment of their examinations, 
these students are granted an endorsement naturally inferring that 
they have achieved certain competences though in reality, they have 
not. Disillusionment with instruction in such manner is obvious - but 
not a new phenomenon. Disappointment with instruction 
arrangements and practices have on numerous occasions prompted 
activities to alter these practices and frameworks to address the 
issues of students at the time. In any case, immediately the new 
paradigm doesn’t make out to be advantageous for the learners, it is 

considered that the existing teaching-learning activities must be 
reconsidered. 

OBE is currently favored internationally to promote educational 
renewal and has been implemented in countries such as Canada, the 
United States, and New Zealand. However, it has already elicited 
harsh criticism from opponents of the movement [1]. South Africa is 
introducing its own version of OBE as the basis of Curriculum 2005 [2] 
and, as elsewhere in the world, reactions vary between 
commendation by its proponents and denouncement by its critics. 
Curriculum compilers in South Africa hail OBE as a major paradigm 
shift in education [3], [4]. But how original is the OBE dispensation 
and does it actually represent a paradigm shift? This article addresses 
these issues by tracing the roots of OBE and by putting outcomes-
based education into perspective. Levels of outcomes 

2. Types of outcomes 

 Course learning outcomes represent the integrated skills, 
knowledge and attitudes a learner will “own” upon 
successful completion of their course. 
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 Program Outcomes are broad statements that describe what 
students of a program will be able to “do out there” as a 
result of what they have learned in the program also 
knowledge, culture, values, and principles throughout the 
course or program are inculcated. 

 College-wide outcomes are outcomes that are set across all 
programs by the institution.  

 Territorial/Provincial/Professional Outcomes reflect program 
and professional standards set nationally, provincially, 
territorially or by professional accrediting bodies. 

 Many Universities and colleges across Canada agree that 
“learning outcomes provide a powerful framework upon 
which to structure curriculum”. 

3. Learning outcomes extended 

 Provide a vital method to improve the nature of educating 
and learning;  

 Prepare students for the "rest‐of‐life" setting in which they 
should apply what they have realized in their 
course/program;  

 Provide a system to tailor teaching, learning and evaluation 
techniques;  

 Promote a collaborative, collegial way to deal with planning 
teaching and learning modules; 

 Help to guarantee the endorsement and accreditation of 
new and existing projects;  

 Provide a component for guaranteeing responsibility and 
quality affirmation;  

 Promote a self‐directed and self-governing way to deal with 
learning;  

 Provide a method for students to express their learning, 
abilities, frames of mind and experience procured amid their 
program;  

 Provide a tool for checking, assessing and enhancing the 
educational programs; 

4. Features and outcomes of object-based 
curriculum 

Students are future-oriented. They are educated about what they 
need to accomplish and the nature of such accomplishment. The 
procedure shifts from a content-based input approach to a 
competency-based output approach where affirmation approves the 
accomplished competences. Achieving results are not bound by time 
and timetable or academic calendar constraints.  

 OBE considers extending learning openings past 
conventional     seat time as learning time - The emphasis is 
on accomplishing results as per capacity. Accomplishment is 
bolstered by adaptable time allotments and not bound by 
shutting, organized educating time. Learning programs are 
open-finished and innovative. Students are urged to shape 
possess bits of knowledge and make claim arrangements.  

 In focus of effective achievement of best results - Students 
advance through the framework when they can exhibit 

achievement of the ideal results. They are evaluated 
persistently and encouraged to achieve these ideal results.  

 Helped by instructional direction where students get 
nonstop learning help - Educating is never again gone for 
covering the educational programs (content-driven), yet 
rather at students finding new information, abilities, and 
frames of mind by reproducing content for themselves with 
imaginative direction by the educator.    
    

 Expands on a coming full circle accomplishment of wanted 
learning results - Achieving results gives the establishment 
to applying obtained learning, abilities and frames of mind, 
prompting the accomplishment of extreme wanted results.  

 Outfitted towards coordinating ideas over the educational 
modules and learning zones - The focus shifts from atomistic 
acing of content as an end in itself to utilizing content as a 
vehicle towards all-encompassing applied structures over 
the educational modules.  

 Achievement situated considering singular students to 
prevail as indicated by claim capacities - Limit working as 
indicated by students' own capacities is foremost. The 
determination situated methodology of pass or fall flat is 
diminished. All students advance as per capacity. 

 OBE is characterized by cooperative learning - Individual 
contest and competition decrease and teamwork are 
encouraged. 

5. OBE based annual and week/Day wise lesson 
plan – A Sample.  

The Annual lesson plan must be prepared by the beginning of any 
session. Initially the annual lesson plan must be carefully added 
based on the outcome expected along with the specification of mode 
of teaching learning aspects. The specified model on Figure -1 
tabulated annual lesson plan is helpful for creating Outcome Based 
Education planning.  Abbreviations are as follows, WB = Whiteboard; 
SB = Smart board; ABL = Activity based learning; IV = Industrial Visit; 
WS = Workshop, K = Knowledge; C = Comprehension; AP = 
Application; AN = Analysis; CT = Class Test; ASG = Assignment; WS = 
Worksheet; PJ = Project work; BE = Book Exercise. The plan must start 
with Term, Week. No followed by learning content i.ie. Syllabus, 
Mode of Teaching, Nomenclature levels (Blooms Taxonomy), Method 
of Evaluation and finally the Learning outcome. 

Second stage the annual lesson plan must be carefully added based 
on the outcome expected along with the specification of mode of 
teaching learning aspects. The specified model on Figure -2 
Tabulated week/day wise lesson plan is helpful for creating Outcome 
Based Education planning.  Abbreviations are as follows, CT = Class 
Test; ASG = Assignment; WS = Worksheet; PJ = Project work; BE = 
Book Exercise. The plan must start with Term, Week. No, Subject 
name, current date, learning content i.ie. Syllabus, Assessment 
check, Completion status, Method of Evaluation and finally the 
Remarks column. This lesson plan is used for the verified by referring 
the annual plan produced. As already discussed, the Annual plan 
must be prepared by the beginning of any session followed by 
week/day wise lesson plan. 
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Figure – 1: Tabulated annual lesson plan 

 

Figure -2: Tabulated week/day wise lesson plan 

5. Conclusion  

Attainment of outcomes is confirmed by criterion assessment which 
emphasis shifts from attaining a pass mark or distinction to a 
demonstration of competence at predetermined levels. Criterion-
referenced assessment focuses on assessing outcomes and not 
grading as such based on collaborative structures allowing for 
democratic input from the community. The OBE curriculum is open to 
the environment. The curriculum is democratized and is the result of 
negotiation, not fixed and changeable. 
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